
ACCELA ONLINE 
SUBMISSION FAILURE

CITY OF LOS ANGELES SOCIAL EQUITY 
PHASE 3 RETAIL ROUND 1



“Both DCR and Accela verified the smooth flow of server traffic 
and found no system irregularities. The Accela online 
application system operated as planned, with neither DCR nor 
Accela identifying any foreign intrusions or operational 
interruptions.“

DCR STATEMENT REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF ONLINE APPLICATION

After nearly two years of delays and setbacks, the City of 
Los Angeles Social Equity Program has succumbed to 
public corruption. first round of Phase 3 Commercial 
Cannabis Licensing for 100 Social Equity retail storefront 
dispensaries. This phase of licensing was intended to 
prioritize victims of the failed WAR ON DRUGS. 

The following evidence creates reasonable doubt that 
the application system “operated as planned” and that 
the process was subverted by data manipulation.  



A Social Equity Applicant successfully 
submitted his online application at 
*9:51am, Tuesday morning of 
September 3rd. MORE THAN 8 
MINUTES BEFORE OFFICIAL 10AM 
SYSTEM OPENING.

The person completed the application and pressed 
submit which triggered the assignment of Record 
ID #001. It was the first application submitted, well 
before the stated 10am start time.

FAILURE #1: ACCELA SYSTEM OPENED EARLY

*SCREEN RECORDING AVAILABLE



On September 26th, the DCR 
published the Phase 3 Retail 
Round 1 Submissions list of 
names and time stamps of all 
802 Social Equity applications 
submitted. 

Subsequently, Record #001 
was given a false timestamp 
of 10:01:28 am.

FAILURE #2: BREACH OF PUBLIC TRUST



The primary protection against 
the use of automation or bots is 
a CAPTCHA request. 

Multiple applicants screen 
recordings* show the security 
feature was disabled for at 
least the first 2 minutes after 
the application process officially 
started at 10am, allowing bots 
to go unblocked. 

FAILURE #3: NO PROTECTION FROM BOTS OR AUTOMATION 

*SCREEN RECORDINGS AVAILABLE



DCR stated, “Users who 
attempt to submit multiple 
applications simultaneously will 
receive an error message.”

The presence of duplicate 
applications with time stamps 
indicates the failure of Accela 
system to identify/deploy error 
messages to submissions that 
were aided by automation or 
submitted in parallel under a 
single user login.

FAILURE #4: NO PROTECTION FOR SUBMISSION OF MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS



This statement by the DCR claiming 
that Record ID#’s were triggered when 
application was started is inaccurate. 

Screen Recordings* and the list 
subsequently provided by the DCR 
show a direct correlation between the 
Record ID# and the ending time 
stamp, indicating it was actually 
triggered when the application was 
completed. 

FAILURE #5: MISINFORMATION- CLARIFICATION OF RECORD ID#

*SCREEN RECORDINGS AVAILABLE



FINDINGS BY EXPERT AUDIT OF ACCELA ONLINE SUBMISSION PROCESS

1) BAD PLANNING: The gap between screen recording #1 and screen recording #2 was most likely due to 
insufficient resources for the block of transactions that came in at that moment.  SR#2 barely missed the bottleneck 
but SR#1 hit it.  This can be a millisecond difference in.  This tells me the City of Los Angeles did NOT allocate 
sufficient resources to the process.  

2) DATA MANIPULATION: The first Record ID was assigned prior to 10AM based on the recorded video yet has a 
posting time recorded well after 10AM. This is a significant issue. The application that got the first Record ID# prior to 
10AM was erroneously assigned a posting time of 10:01:29.   This is data manipulation.

3) RECORD ID# MISINFORMATION: The DCR said that the Record ID was assigned at application start.  Yet we have 
again SR#2 and SR#1 starting the process within the same second yet they got records ID's assigned to them 25 apart.  
There is video evidence that shows SR#1 got stalled by resource contention about the right amount of time to cause her 
to get a ID 25 higher than SR#2.  Clearly the record ID's were assigned at the final submit.

4) INADEQUATE SECURITY FEATURES: In the initial few minutes of the the application process there was NO "BOT" 
check (captcha process) for logging into the system.  A full 3 minutes after the start we begin seeing a captcha process 
implemented.  This means that it's almost impossible to say "No automated processes were used".  

After a thorough review of the Accela Online Submission process, the following are the findings of an Industry 
Expert (Chief Design Architect and Data Management Specialist).  This Expert possesses an extensive 
background of over 35 years experience in the design, development and implementation of complex 
databases.


